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ABSTRACT
PAMPA II Advanced Charting System. (December 2003)
Prabhu Anand Inbarajan, B.E, Bharathiyar University
Co–Chairs of Advisory Committee: Dr. Dick B. Simmons
Dr. A. L. Narasimha Reddy
Project Management is the primary key to successful software development.
In 1995 Caper Jones stated that the failure or cancellation rate of large software
systems was over 20% in his article on patterns of large software systems. More than
two thirds of the projects fail due to improper management of skills, activities, and
personnel. One main reason is that software is not a tangible entity and is hard to
visualize and hence to monitor. A manager has to be skilled in different CASE tools
and technologies to track and manage a software development process successfully.
The volume of results produced by these CASE tools is so huge that a high level
manager cannot look into all the details. He has to get a high level picture of the
project, to know where the project is heading, and if needed, then look into the finer
level details by drilling down to locate and correct problems.
The objective of this thesis is to build an Advanced Charting System (ACS),
which would act as a companion to PAMPA 2 (Project Attribute Monitoring and
Prediction Associate) and help a manager visualize the state of a software project
over a standard World Wide Web browser. The PAMPA 2 ACS will be responsible
for visualizing and tracking of resources, tasks, schedules and milestones of a software
project described in the plan. PAMPA 2 ACS will have the ability to depict the status
of the project through a variety of graphs and charts. PAMPA 2 ACS implements a
iv
novel charting technique called as DOT Chart to track the processes and activities of
a software project.
PAMPA 2 ACS provides a multilevel view of the project status. PAMPA 2 ACS
will be able to track any arbitrary plan starting from a collapsed / concise view of
a whole project. This can be further drilled down to the lowest level of detail. The
status can be viewed at the project version level, plan and work-breakdown levels,
process, sub process, and activity level. Among all the process models, the DOT
charts can be applied effectively to spiral process model where each spiral represents
a project version.
vTo My Mom and Dad
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1CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Project Management is a key tool to successful software development. Weller [1]
argues that many software projects fail because of lack of measures to track and
control the processes involved in software development. In 1995, Caper Jones reported
that the failure or cancellation rate of large software systems was over 20% [2]. More
than two thirds of the projects fail due to improper management of skills, activities,
and personnel. Of the 80% that are completed, approximately two thirds are late and
experience cost overruns as much as 100%. Roughly two thirds have reliability and
quality issues in the first year of development. Simmons states that projects failed
either directly or indirectly from management problems [3]. The above projects failed
because of breakdowns in their software development process and their inability to
measure the process. The Management was not able to visualize the software systems
that were being developed. In the case of failed projects, they did not know the status
of the systems until it was too late to correct.
A. Software Measurement
Successful project management requires not only a good foresight, but also the ability
to measure the software development process. A software development process can
be measured and can continuously be improved. If only we can measure the key
attributes of a software process, we will be able to have a more precise, predictable
and repeatable control over the software development process. Software metrics is
a part of software engineering that studies software artifacts in order to quantify
The journal model is IEEE Transactions on Automatic Control.
2them by assigning meaningful values. It is the study of software related artifacts
for the purpose of characterization, prediction, control, management or improvement
through quantitative or qualitative analysis.
B. What are Metrics?
Fenton defined measurement [4] as ”the process by which numbers or symbols are
assigned to attributes of entities in the real world in such a way as to describe them
according to clearly defined rules.” Software measurement is the process that measures
the characteristics of a software product. There are five major objectives for software
measurement
• To gather information about the current state of software product, project or
process
• To provide a quantitative measure of the status of activities carried out in a
project
• To assess the impact of process changes
• To track the progress of an organization towards its process improvement goals
• To allow managers to make timely, data driven decisions
Software Measurement not only enables us to estimate the cost and effort devoted to a
project. It also helps us to plan, justify, track and control the cost and effort involved
in the development process by giving quantitative measures of progress, thereby pre-
venting overruns in cost and schedules. Estimating, measuring, and controlling are
essential ingredients of a successful software project. Estimates determine feasible
relationships among the work to be done, the schedule for doing it, and the resources
3needed; measurement provides the data needed to determine whether a project is on
schedule and whether the work products are of acceptable scope and quality; and
control is exerted when actual values of project factors, product attributes, and risk
indicators deviate from estimated or required values.
C. Visualization
Metrics so gathered in a project can either be presented directly or it can be trans-
formed to an equivalent form that could be assimilated/understood more easily. Al-
though large volumes of metrics are collected, much of it remains under utilized [5].
The volume of data makes it infeasible to read textually, and its lack of structure frus-
trates the analysis tools. New visual metaphors can simplify the process of extracting
information and presenting it to users in a better form. This can be achieved by vi-
sualization, which is the graphical representation of metrics data. Visualization is as
much as important as metrics. Einstein emphasized the importance of visualization
to his own working methods when he said ”The words of language as they are spoken
or written do not seem to play any role in the mechanism of thought. The psychical
entities that serve as elements in thought are certain signs which can be voluntarily
reproduced and combined.” It is empowering even for the most experienced project
manager, to comprehend the complex project management process with a complete
understanding of every piece, and an ability to visualize how each one fits into the
overall project picture.
D. Why Visualize Anything?
Forsberg, Cotterman and Mooz have identified the essential characteristics of visual-
ization [6] in their book on Visualizing Project Management.
4• Visualization explains how things work. Abstractions can be personalized and
explained by visualizations. In a graphic object is equivalent to many words of
text.
• Visualization helps us assimilate a lot of information in a lesser time.
• Visualization broadens our perspective and provides a conceptual frame of ref-
erence just as the common vocabulary does for communications.
• Visualization can express rules and their implications in a more simple manner
• Visualizing a model clarifies relationships, helps to identify key element and
consciously eliminate confusion factors.
A Software project is more difficult to visualize, monitor and control than other
types of projects. This is mainly because a software project does not produce a tan-
gible product that we can see or feel. Using regular tabular views for managing large
software projects is not effective. For example the NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory
(JPL) [7] project had more than 10,000 activities, 38 deliverables and 10-phase life
cycle model. Such huge projects are really difficult to track and control because of the
huge amount of information involved. The underlying software project problems can
get the attention of project managers if they can be visualized and depicted graphi-
cally. Even when graphic representations are used, conventional charting techniques
like Gantt charts and activity networks might not be very effective because of their
linear nature for a high-level project manager because he has to trace all the project
activities to know the project status. An effective visual representation should roll up
summarize, and present appropriate information. A survey of 600 firms has indicated
that 35 percent of them had at least one runaway software project [8]. The frequency
of these software project disasters is a serious concern. Most of these problems could
5have been avoided or strongly reduced if there had been an explicit early concern for
identifying and resolving their high-risk elements. This can be achieved with effective
visual representation of project status.
E. What to Measure?
There might be many stages in a software development process based on the type
of lifecycle model that is being followed. Each stage will produce one or more ar-
tifacts that can be measured. Among all these stages, gathering the requirements
and planning the project activities are the most critical areas as these two stages
lay the foundation for the rest of the project. Project planning is not restricted to
one specific phase of the project. It spans through the whole software development
lifecycle, therefore requiring constant attention of the project manager and needs to
be modified and controlled by the manager carefully according to the current status
of the project. A manager has to continuously monitor for such changes, track them
and control them if necessary. For a complex project lifecycle with a lot of activities,
it is an enormous task to gather the metrics, study them and take suitable measures.
We believe that it would be very useful for a high level manager to have a tool which
would help him visualize such a dynamic environment and assist him in the process of
decision making. We will develop one such tool called PAMPA 2 Advanced charting
system to help the manager track and control the project effectively.
F. Objectives
This thesis will have the following objectives
• To develop advanced charting mechanisms to visualize and track the planning
cycle of software projects.
6• To develop the capability to identify the plan based on its life cycle model
(Waterfall, Spiral).
• To develop DOT charts that could be drilled down /collapsed at any level to
provide a fish eye’s view of the project at that level and track the plan using
DOT charts.
• To develop conventional charts like Gantt charts, PERT/CPM charts as com-
plementary views for DOT charts
The output of this thesis would be an Advanced Charting System, which will act
as a companion to PAMPA 2 (Project Attribute Monitoring and Prediction Associate)
and help a manager in visualizing the status of a software project over a standard
worldwide web browser. The system implements a novel charting technique called as
DOT Chart to track the processes and activities of a software project. Unlike a Gantt
chart, which provides only two views (Summary and Interactive), Dot charts provide
a multilevel view of the project and are more interactive. A manager can drill down
at any level into the DOT Chart to view the status.
G. Organization
This thesis is organized in the following way.
Chapter 1 introduces the concepts, the main problem and the general solution pro-
posed for the problem. We explain how management has difficulty in gathering met-
rics about process and visualizing the metrics so gathered during the software devel-
opment process. Examples are presented where industry has learned how to improve
the software development process by applying software improvement methodology.
Chapter 2 provides the background study for the thesis and the related work done in
7this area so far. We classify the related work into four major sections. First section
deals with prior work related to lifecycle models and planning. The second section
deals with existing systems developed in this area. The third section deals with the
CASE tools that will be used by the Advanced Charting System. The fourth section
deals with related work on Information Visualization.
Chapter 3 provides an insight to the PAMPA 2 framework. We describe the related
entities in the object model. We explain how we gather the metrics identified by
different entities of the PAMPA 2 object model. We identify the CASE tools that we
can use to gather the plan data. Then we explain how we can use these CASE tools
to unobtrusively gather data from the software development process and populate the
PAMPA 2 object model.
Chapter 4 explains the standard charting techniques used for visualization. We de-
scribe these charting techniques and explain how these techniques are incorporated as
views into the PAMPA 2 ACS. Some of these views include Personal Gantt Charts,
Organizational Gantt Charts, Summary and Detailed Gantt Charts, Activity Net-
works, Organizational and Personal Activity Networks and Work Breakdown Struc-
ture Charts.
Chapter 5 explains the idea behind DOT charts. We explain the history and use-
fulness of Dot Charts. We explain the Dot chart components and the navigation of
Dot charts. We also explain how dot charts are related to other views such as Gantt
Charts and Activity networks.
Chapter 6 explains the system design and architecture. We explain the extensible
architecture of PAMPA 2 ACS. We also explain the techniques used in integrating
the various CASE tools used with the ACS framework. We explain the data flow
among ACS components.
Chapter 7 explains the implementation details behind ACS. We describe the technol-
8ogy used for implementing ACS and its architecture.
Chapter 8 compares ACS with other case tools available in the market. We present a
sample application of PAMPA 2 ACS for tracking a software project to support this
argument. We explain how future changes and extensions could be easily accommo-
dated into the PAMPA 2 framework. We present a set of possible future extensions
that can be added to this framework. We then provide a summary and conclusion
for the work.
9CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW
This thesis proposes an extension to PAMPA 2 known as Advanced Charting System.
With PAMPA 2 ACS a manager would be able to track a project over the Internet
using a standard web browser. The following sections will discuss the motivation for
PAMPA 2 ACS and related work. The first section discusses the related work in the
area of software project planning that led to the development of PAMPA 2 system.
The second section discusses the tools that were developed to support the PAMPA 2
framework. These tools will be used by the PAMPA 2 ACS to visualize and track a
software project. The third section discusses the existing CASE tools available in the
market with which PAMPA 2 ACS can integrate to gather project data unobtrusively.
The last section explores the prior work in the area of information visualization.
A. Process Models
A process model defines the desired phases or activities in a project. It describes in
detail about the phases to be followed in a project, inputs required for those phases
and the desired output artifacts of every phase so that the processes could be mea-
sured. By following a pre-specified model, a project should increase the quality of
its process such as repeatability, manageability and measurability. The interim work
products are more clearly defined and justified. Activities are less likely to be for-
gotten. For measuring a project, process models are very important. We cannot
measure a project that does not follow a specific process model because we do not
know what to measure. Mills and Dyson point out that ”you can’t control what you
can’t measure. That fundamental reality underlies the importance of software met-
rics” [9]. Standardized guidelines can be used as a model for plan definitions and
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formal document format. The IEEE Std 1058.1 [10] describes the format and content
of software project management plans. The IEEE [11] has proposed a new version of
the same standard, which is planned for release in 2002. IEEE also issued the ”STD
12207.1-1997 Standard for software lifecycle processes” [12] for defining life cycle
processes. Support tools are available for managers to make a software project plan.
Barry Boehm proposed his famous spiral model [13] as a risk driven approach for
guiding the software development process. Spiral model is based on the incremental
evolutionary model, where each cycle is a mini waterfall and as a result each cycle
ends with a usable system. It gives a better visibility of progress and early visibility
of risks. The difference between spiral and incremental model is that in spiral model
each cycle produces some artifact to be evaluated, but not necessarily a usable sys-
tem. The management of risk is built into the model because each cycle ends only
after passing through a quality gateway. Boehm also emphasized the need for formal
risk management in software development in his paper on Software Risk Estimation:
Practices and Principles [5, 14]. This paper also elaborates the steps involved in risk
management, which involves risk identification, analysis, prioritization, planning, res-
olution and monitoring. It also defines the formal templates for the above-mentioned
steps. The Rational Unified Process (RUP) [15] model incorporates formal methods
to track the plan by assessing the risk associated with the Use Cases [16, 17]. These
methods can be effectively applied to the spiral process model [13]. Simmons et al.
have discussed extensively about knowledge-based approach for project planning and
tracking in their paper on Software Project Planning and Associate [18]. These pa-
pers mainly discuss the PAMPA 2 framework, its support for tracking plan, and the
attributes to be gathered using this framework, which would be helpful in tracking a
plan. The prior work in these areas provides the motivation to develop a tool that
can visualize the planning phase of a project.
11
B. Existing Systems
Researchers believe that modern technology can be applied to software projects to
help managers continuously visualize the status of a project. Actions can be taken
to early to help head off problems before they cause major modifications to plan. In
1992, Simmons emphasized a metric based management approach to help a manager
visualize and understand the software development process [19]. He described a
Computerized Life Cycle Advising, Monitoring and Predicting (CLAMP) [20] tool
that was created by Richard Chen. In 1993 Simmons proposed a tool called Manager
Associate [21] that can assist managers in planning, organizing, staffing, scheduling,
measurement, visualization and control. The Manager Associate helps the managers
anticipate problems that allow early corrective action. As a result, software projects
can be described on time, within budget, and to customer satisfaction. A client
server version of the PAMPA (Project Attribute Monitoring and Prediction Associate)
framework was built in 1997 [3] to help gather project metrics from any software de-
velopment environment, save it in an understandable object/attribute/relationship
format, view it using an inexpensive workstation, and supply to expert system build-
ing tools used for creating intelligent agents. The PAMPA framework can gather
project information from any software development project that can share directo-
ries over a network to a Microsoft Windows client workstation. Along with this, a
client server version of the PAMPA visualization toolkit was created to help man-
agers visualize software projects. This toolkit provided the basic visualization for
the project metrics. This version of the PAMPA tools is available in the book on
software measurement by Simmons, Ellis, Fujihira and Kuo [3]. Simmons et al. de-
veloped the Software Project Planning Associate (SPAA) for supporting knowledge
based approach for dynamic software project planning and tracking [18]. SPPA was
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developed according to a Knowledge Base Plan model to allow the manager to keep
track of the software plan component. A prototype version of PAMPA 2 based on
three-tier architecture was developed in 2001 to track the Software Engineering class
project at the Department of Computer Science, Texas A&M University. The system
proposed in this thesis is an extension of PAMPA 2 framework. It would provide an
enhanced web based version where a manager would be able to track a project over
the Internet using a standard web browser. It would also provide extensive charting
capabilities that were not available in the client server version of PAMPA and thus
assist the manager in visualizing the system better. PAMPA 2 ACS will identify the
attributes essential for tracking a project from the earlier research work mentioned in
this section.
C. Existing CASE Tools
CASE tools have played an important role in the area of project management.
PAMPA 2 ACS will be using the useful features available in some of the CASE tools
mentioned below and extend them to overcome the limitations posed by these CASE
tools. Rational Corporation provides a suite of tools for requirements capturing, de-
sign, testing, configuration management and defect tracking. Rational provides a
project management tool called as the Rational Project Console [22] which gathers
metrics from the rational case tools and graphically depicts the collected metrics using
different charting methods like dials, gauges, pie charts. Rational Corporation has
also proposed a new Life Cycle model called as Rational Unified Process [15], which
is a collection of industry standard best practices. These tools [23] act as valuable
information sources from which facts about the project could be captured. Microsoft
Corporation provides a project management tool called Microsoft Project, which is
13
used to create software project plans [24]. The Rational and Microsoft tools in their
natural form are proprietary and do not allow external systems to share their knowl-
edge. This is a big restriction when we have to extend or customize the functionality
provided by these tools. The system proposed for this thesis provides a framework
to integrate with all the above-mentioned case tools, gather their knowledge through
data gatherers and use that knowledge to achieve the objectives of the PAMPA 2
system.
D. Visualization
Visualization provides an interface between two powerful information processing systems-
the human mind and modern computer. Gershon [25] defines visualization as the
process of transforming data, information and knowledge into visual form making use
of humans’ normal visual capabilities . Kiem [26] suggests that the basic idea of vi-
sualization is to present data in some visual form, allowing humans to get insight into
the data and draw conclusions. With effective visual interfaces we can interact with
large volumes of data rapidly and effectively discover hidden characteristics, patterns
and trends. According to Grinstein and Ward [27], the purpose of visualization is
not to replace solid quantitative analysis, but instead allow the quantitative analysis
to be focused. Tegarden [28] defines the basic criteria for any visualization system
as follows:
• Exploit human visual system to extract information from data
• Provide an overview of complex datasets
• Identify structures, patterns, trends, anomalies, and relationships in data
• Assist identifying the areas of ”interest”
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Though these CASE tools provide some visualization to the project data to a
partial extent, they have some inherent disadvantages. They do not share the knowl-
edge present in them with external tools and application. As a result, we need to
have different user interfaces for different CASE tools. These CASE tools produce
graphic charts that are not interactive. Studies in the area of Human Computer
Interaction shows that interactive charts are more efficient than their static counter
parts. Nakakoji, Takashima and Yamamoto [29] show that interactive visualization
system has a better cognitive impact on the user and helps the user to understand
the represented information better and faster. Interactive visualization systems, by
definition, not only present information, but also allow the user to interact with the
information so presented. Such a system can present the correct amount of informa-
tion in every visual representation and expose further information on demand through
navigational cues. These systems let the user see the information rolled up or drilled
down to the last level of detail. The Gantt charts and activity networks produced by
conventional CASE tools such as Microsoft Project [24] are static in nature. They
do not let the user interact with the chart and get further information. Since the
CASE tools themselves cannot be modified, an alternate solution is to generate these
visualizations external to the tool. Also the conventional CASE tools enforce soft-
ware requirements on the client side. As a result, these charts and visualizations
can be viewed only from workstations where the tools are installed. The widespread
popularity of web technology has created new information visualization technology
model, in which browsers enable the widespread distribution of information using
standard html techniques. Jern’s [30] studies show that the explosive growth of web
has changed user expectations concerning the delivery of information to the client.
In the traditional information visualization approach any client to communicate as
a peer to any available server. The data gets executed on the client to render the
15
visualization. Web introduces a new model in which the client GUI, based on html,
is less functional and relies upon the data or application servers for visualization tra-
ditionally executed on the client. Keim’s [31] study in data visualization shows that
the visual data exploration follows a three-step process: Overview first, zoom and fil-
ter, and then details on demand (also known as information seeking). First, the user
needs to get an overview of the data. In the overview, the user identifies interesting
patterns and focuses on one or more of them. For analyzing the patterns, the user
needs to drill down and access details of the data. Visualization technology can be
used for all three steps of data exploration process. This study was conducted based
on empirical data, user surveys, and user interaction pattern experiments. The results
of this study could be used as an effective guide for designing our data visualization
on project management data.
The prior work in these areas provides a strong motivation and guideline for
development of PAMPA 2 ACS as an advanced visualization system for project man-
agement.
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CHAPTER III
PAMPA 2 OBJECT MODEL
In 1997 the PAMPA tool was developed to help managers gather project information
from any software development environment. The data so gathered would be stored
in the PAMPA knowledgebase and can then be viewed using custom viewers from
inexpensive workstation. The data can also be supplied to expert system building
tools to create intelligent agents [18]. Later, new features were added to PAMPA
to create version PAMPA 2. Some of the significant features include the ability
to run from Internet browsers and adapting a three-tier architecture. PAMPA 2
framework monitors, controls and tracks a software project by gathering data from the
project, calculates the attributes and presents the status of the project to the manager.
Objects along with their attributes, relationships and properties are saved in the
PAMPA 2 knowledgebase. The advanced charting system proposed for this thesis
extends the PAMPA 2 framework and provides visualization for the plan tracking
project attributes of PAMPA 2 knowledgebase. Using ACS management reports and
charts can be generated from the knowledgebase.
A. PAMPA 2 Object Model
The PAMPA 2 object model extends the PAMPA project knowledge base to include
project version, plan and milestone object classes [32]. Fig 1 shows the PAMPA 2
object model that includes the expanded object classes. The shaded portions in the
figure indicate the entities we will use to track an arbitrary plan. PAMPA 2 knowl-
edgebase reflects all attributes and relationships of a software Project. A ProjectList
is made of multiple Projects. Each Project contains multiple ProjectVersions.
Each of these ProjectVersions is mapped to a SLCModel (and vice versa) and is
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also mapped to zero or more Plans. SLCModel class lets us track an arbitrary plan
by identifying the lifecycle model from a given plan. Currently we support waterfall,
incremental and spiral lifecycle models. But this can be extended to provide support
for new lifecycle models such as the eXtreme Programming model [33] or the Ratio-
nal Unified Process model [15]. Support for new lifecycle models can be provided
by defining the attributes of the new lifecycle model in the knowledgebase. The Pro-
jectVersion class allows the Plan to be modified after a project has started. Each
modified project Plan results in a new ProjectVersion. A ProjectVersion is linked
to the WorkBreakDownStructure through the Individuals and the Organization. The
ProjectVersion class allows tracking of incremental and spiral life cycle models.
A Plan contains the attributes of a planned software project. This class can be
used to predict Volume, Reliability and Usability attributes of the software product.
These planned attributes can then later be used in deciding the Criteria for com-
pletion of Activities. The Plan is linked to the Process, which in turn is made up of
Activities andMilestones. When planning for a software product, we have to estimate
cost and schedule. The cost involves paying for human resources and other hardware
and software assets required for developing the product. The Salary class calculates
those attributes from the Organization and Individuals. The average salary of In-
dividuals that make up the project Organization is estimated. Once the effort (the
time required for developing the software product), is estimated, we can compute the
schedule and resource assignments.
A Process describes how a project intends to create the SoftwareProduct. Each
Activity is tied to aMilestone and Criteria. An Organization is composed of other Or-
ganizations or Individuals and has a WorkBreakdownStructure assigned to it. These
details can be captured from a standard project-planning tool like Microsoft project
[24]. The data so captured will be stored in a relational database. This data can be
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used for later analysis and tracking. An Activity may be composed of other Activities
or it can be the lowest level of work item. Each Activity will have an InitialMilestone
and a FinalMileStone. The InitialMilestone and FinalMilestone’s are linked to the
Criteria, which determines whether the milestones have been achieved. The Activ-
ity is also tied to a Risk, which can be determined quantitatively. By setting the
optimal levels for the Risk we will be able to control the risk associated by taking
alternate measures when the current assessment of the risk parameter exceeds the
optimal limits.
The above framework consists of three subsystems.
• Planning
• Group / Personnel
• Software Product
Planning subsystem maintains the plan and the entities related to the plan such
as processes, sub-processes, activities, milestones, risk and criteria. Personnel subsys-
tem maintains personnel information related to the project for grouping and staffing
(skill, salary, experience, task assignments etc). Software Product subsystem contains
data about the project/product developed and the related artifacts that are produced
in the process. The knowledgebase also analyzes the artifacts and populates the meta-
data about the software product. This metadata can also be called as metrics about
the software product. These metrics include volume, structure, complexity, usability
and reliability.
PAMPA 2 framework compares these metrics against their planned values to
determine the status of a software project. The planned values for these metrics
can be obtained from the planning subsystem. This comparison serves as a criteria
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for completion of milestones. The facts Salary and average number of Individuals
are used to compute actual Cost, which will be compared against the planned cost.
PAMPA 2 framework determines when an InitialMilestone initiates an Activity or
Process and when a FinalMileStone terminates one. During all phases of a software
development Project, snapshots are taken and saved as ProjectVersions. At anytime
during a project or after a Project is complete, progress of the Processes and Activities
can be reconstructed and analyzed using archived ProjectVersions.
B. Tracking the Plan
To deliver a project successfully, a manager must plan and control activities according
to the plan. PAMPA 2 object model can be used to track and control a project plan.
The planning phase involves four major activities
• Creation
• Scheduling
• Tracking
• Controlling
The objective of the creation activity is to construct a plan containing activities,
milestones and artifacts. Scheduling is the process of including a timeline to the
activities. A schedule shows the start and finish times and the relationship between
activities. The first two phases involves defining of goals and activities for the project,
then estimating durations, risks and assigning suitable resources - people, equipment,
facilities and materials to each activity. When the project is underway, there is a
need to monitor and control the progress of every activity.
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To effectively track and control the project, relevant charts and graphs should be
generated from the actual start and finish times and cost. CASE tools like Microsoft
Project [24] can be used to make project plans. The plans made using such CASE
tools can be gathered into the PAMPA 2 knowledge base. With this input, the
PAMPA 2 framework will be able to track projects. The major advantage of this
approach is that we are abstracting the CASE tools from the knowledgebase and
hence we will be able to use this approach with any standard project management tool
in any platform. This platform and CASE tool independence provides an additional
level of flexibility. There are some drawbacks/limitations in using conventional CASE
tools to track plans. They are as follows:
• Cost of the CASE tools are affiliated to one type of process model, For exam-
ple, Rational suite of products support Rational Unified Process model very
well but provides little support for a waterfall based model. Microsoft Project
supports waterfall model extensively but provides little support for other life
cycle models. As a result we loose the ability to track arbitrary plans using a
single tool. There is a need for a generic tool that can trace arbitrary plan.
• Microsoft Project lacks the capability to address multiple project versions and
life cycle model association. It does not distinguish between processes and
activities.
• Most of the CASE tools are standalone and platform dependent. We do not have
a browser-based version of CASE tools. We might get into the issues of Software
installation, licensing and mobility of client/server, middleware and servers if
we are to use a standalone CASE tool. PAMPA 2 is a platform independent
and browser-based plan tracking system. Using this system, a manager will be
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able to track the project status from any location, with an Internet connection
and a standard Internet browser.
• Projects happen in dynamic environments and if a project falls behind schedule,
it is important that decisions are made quickly to identify alternative course of
action to modify the plan. The standard project management tools available
in the market lack the capability to dynamically track changes in plans. As a
result these tools cannot dynamically assess the risk created because of changes
in plans.
PAMPA 2 ACS addresses all these issues by isolating the presentation aspect
from the CASE tools. PAMPA 2 gathers data from the CASE tool unobtrusively and
generates graphs and charts external to these tools, thereby separates the presentation
tier from the data tier and stores the data in a knowledgebase, which can then be
used for analysis. It can be presented over an Internet browser, thereby making
them wide area compatible. Thus the planners get to use the planning tools of their
choice but still overcome the limitation posed by traditional planning tools. PAMPA
2 ACS provides a platform independent framework for project tracking. PAMPA 2
framework’s extended object model tracks an arbitrary lifecycle and also provides
the manager ways to define new lifecycle models without making changes to the
framework. The agent based approach followed by the PAMPA 2 framework allows
to monitor and track the projects continuously for changes.
Since PAMPA 2 ACS gathers data automatically from the CASE tools without
external inputs, it avoids delays due to human factors. Since there are no human
inputs, the analysis results in objective determination of metrics. This leads to more
accurate prediction. It also improves the productivity as it saves a lot of time, which
would have otherwise been spent on gathering and analyzing these metrics.
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CHAPTER IV
STANDARD VISUALIZATION TECHNIQUES
PAMPA 2 ACS extends then PAMPA 2 framework to provide visualization of project
data. Some of the standard visualization techniques to track plans include Gantt
Charts, Tracking Gantt Charts, Personal Gantt Charts and PERT/CPM charts. ACS
also provides custom visualization techniques such as DOT charts. DOT charts are
handled in detail in the next chapter. This chapter describes the standard visualiza-
tion techniques provided by the PAMPA 2 framework.
A. Approach
Fig 2 describes the highlevel architecture of the PAMPA 2 ACS framework. The
project manager creates a project plan using CASE tools of his choice (1). PAMPA
2 data gatherers are used to gather the plan details from the CASE tools (2). The
PAMPA 2 knowledgebase analyzes the data (3), inputs the result to the chart engine
(4) and generates interactive Gantt charts and Activity Networks. These charts are
published to a standard web browser (5). This approach has several benefits.
• This provides the project managers the ability to monitor the project status
using any web browser, with minimum client side requirements.
• The schedule so captured can be analyzed and process effectiveness predictions
can be made based on the compliance of the actual schedule to the planned
schedule.
• The interactive charts provides the right amount of information and lets the
manager interact with the charts to get more detail by either zooming out
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or drilling down further. Thereby provides much easier assimilation of the
information presented.
B. Standard Techniques
We would be incorporating the following views in the PAMPA 2 framework. Some of
the charts mentioned below are conventional project management charts, which are
used to track plans. We will include them as a part of the system to be developed
for making PAMPA 2 as a comprehensive project management tool. The charts
generated by PAMPA 2 ACS are listed below.
• WBS Chart
• Gantt Charts
• Tracking Gantt Chart
• Personal Gantt Chart
• Cumulative Cost Chart
• Earned Value Chart
• PERT/CPM Charts
• DOT Charts
WBS gives a graphical view of the plan. It decomposes the project into hierar-
chically structured well-defined manageable task or activities.
The Gantt chart (named after its developer Henry L. Gantt) is the standard
format for displaying a schedule graphically. It consists of a horizontal bar chart with
time as the horizontal axis and either resources, activities, or orders as the vertical
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axis. Individual operations are displayed as horizontal bars in the chart, indicating
the time at which the activity begins and ends. Many variations on the Gantt chart
exist to display additional information. Gantt charts are described in detail later in
this section.
The Special Projects Office of the US Navy developed the Project Evaluation
and Review Technique (PERT) during the Polaris missile program in 1958 and 1959
[34, 35]. PERT charts present a graphic illustration of a project as a network diagram
consisting of numbered nodes (either circles or rectangles) representing events, or
milestones in the project. These nodes are linked by labeled vectors (directional
lines) representing tasks in the project.
In PAMPA 2 system, the manager would be able to navigate between these
views through embedded links within the charts. By clicking an activity in a Gantt
chart, the manager would be able to get the corresponding CPM chart or the activity
information in tabular format and vice versa.
1. Gantt Charts
A Gantt chart maps project tasks against time [34, 35]. McLeod and Smith [34]
explain that Gantt charts were developed and first used by Henri Gantt for military
purposes in 1903. Gantt charts were the first formal, deterministic system of schedul-
ing. Anton [36] explains that a Gantt chart is constructed with a horizontal axis
representing the total time span of the project, broken down into increments (for
example, days, weeks, or months) and a vertical axis representing the activities that
make up the project. Project activities, depicted as bars, are mapped against their
scheduled start and finish times on the chart. The timing, sequences and the time
span for each task is represented in the horizontal axis as bars of varying length, which
may overlap. Tracking Gantt Charts display the planned vs. actual activity schedule.
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Color-coding is used to indicate completed activities. Comparison between estimated
start and end and actual start and end indicates the project status on a task-by-task
basis. By looking at the color coded task bars in the Gantt chart, we will be able to
identify which activities are running late and which activities are progressing as per
the plan. With this chart, a manager will be able to take corrective action against
activities that are running late.
Variation of this chart called as Personal Gantt chart, shows personnel allocation
on a person-by-person basis. Personal Gantt chart gives a Gantt chart view of activ-
ities for each individual or organization. With this chart, a manager will be able to
track the performance of each individual / organization within a project team. This
chart shows the slack time for the project personnel, that is, times when they are
not actually working. It also shows the progress of individuals or organization on a
specific set of tasks. This can be used to estimating programmer productivity.
Gantt Charts give a clear illustration of the project status. But they do not
indicate task dependencies. Numerous authors have exposed the limitations of Gantt
charts [34, 35, 36, 37, 38]. Gantt charts do not show dependencies easily and therefore
cannot represent sequences of activities. Using Gantt charts we cannot visualize how
one task falling behind schedule affects other tasks. Also Gantt charts provided by
the standard CASE tools are not interactive. Hence they are not suitable for projects
having large number of activities because the activities cannot be viewed in a single
screen.
The Advanced Charting System overcomes these limitations by presenting com-
plementary views to Gantt Charts. PAMPA 2 ACS generates interactive Gantt charts
that will let the manager view the Gantt chart either at a summary level or at a de-
tailed level or at any of the intermediate levels. A manager will be able to drill
down the Gantt chart and view the required level of information to assess the project
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status. PAMPA 2 ACS embeds cross reference links in the Gantt chart which will
help the manager to navigate to the corresponding activity networks view to get the
task dependency information. PAMPA 2 ACS also provides zoom features to let the
manager enlarge a specific region of the plan in the Gantt chart to get a better view
of the project.
2. PERT Charts
Program Evaluation and Review Technique (PERT) chart depicts task, duration, and
dependency information. A PERT chart presents a graphic illustration of a project as
a network diagram consisting of numbered nodes (either circles or rectangles) repre-
senting events, or milestones in the project linked by labeled vectors (directional lines)
representing tasks in the project. According to McLeod and Smith [34] the technique
is intended to provide better information on the status of projects. PERT involves
breaking a large project into component tasks, determining task dependencies, esti-
mating the time required to perform each task and summarizing the information into
a chart form [35, 36, 37]. Each chart starts with an initiation node from which first
task, or tasks originate. If multiple tasks begin at the same time, they are all started
from the node or branch, or fork out from the starting point. Each task is repre-
sented in a box, which contains information about the task such as name, duration,
resources, and start and end dates. The other end of the task line is terminated by
another node, which identifies the start of another task, or the beginning of any slack
time (waiting time between tasks). Each task is connected to its successor task in
this manner forming a network of nodes and connecting lines.
An advantage of activity networks is that they can be used to identify and track
critical path of a project. The critical path is the set of activities along the path that
takes the longest time to complete. In essence, the critical path determines when the
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project will be completed. According to McLeod and Smith [34], a project manager
can avoid the delay of entire project by monitoring the activities on the critical path.
Activities that are off the critical path have some freedom of activity. These activities
can move slightly out of time without affecting the overall schedule of the project -
this time is known as slack time. When slack time exists between the end of one task
and the start of another, it is represented as a broken or dotted line between the end
of the first task and the start of the next dependent task. The tasks on the critical
path require special management attention because any schedule slippage in these
tasks leads to a corresponding slippage in the project completion. A project can have
multiple critical paths and that variations in the duration of tasks can shift a critical
path from one set of activities to another. The critical path is used to identify various
schedule risks.
The PAMPA 2 ACS generates interactive PERT charts, which lets the manager
to cross-reference the Gantt charts by clicking on specific tasks in the activity network.
Using PAMPA 2, ACS can continuously monitor the project and shift the critical path
as the activities are completed. Also ACS provides special visual cues on the critical
path along the activity network in order to get the attention of the project manager
on the activities that lie along the critical path. Conventional PERT charts are very
difficult to interpret especially if the projects are big and complex. ACS generates
interactive chart, which will let the user roll up the activities to form a summary
activity or drill down, to get a better view of the project.
3. Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) Chart
Work Breakdown Structure is the basis for all planning activities. The WBS was
initially developed by the U.S. defense establishment, and it is described in Mili-
tary Standard (MIL-HDBK-881) [39] as follows: ”A work breakdown structure is a
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product-oriented family tree composed of hardware, software, services, data and facili-
ties. It displays and defines the product(s) to be developed and/or produced and relates
the elements of work to be accomplished to each other and to the end product(s).”
According to the Center for Project Management, Dekom [36], Heizer and Ren-
der [37], Kerzner [35] and McLeod and Smith [34], the work breakdown structure
[WBS] decomposes a project into its composite parts. Kerzner [35] continues by ex-
plaining that a WBS provides a common framework that can be utilized for planning,
for establishing costs and budgets and for monitoring the progress of the project. Both
plan and work breakdown structure deals with activities and processes. The differ-
ence is that the activities and processes detailed in a plan have one to one mapping to
the activities in the work breakdown structure. Whereas the activities and processes
in work breakdown structure have a many to one mapping to planned activities and
processes. In other words work breakdown structure is a detailed representation of
the activities and processes in a plan. Each high level process / activity is broken
down to a detailed level in a work breakdown structure.PAMPA 2 generates a work
breakdown structure chart similar to Fig 3.
A WBS can be decomposed into several levels. The number of levels of detail
depends mostly on the project size and personal preference of the project manager.
A manager should be able to view the work breakdown structure at different levels
The system should display a high level or a summary view of the project, i.e, display
all levels of detail or roll-up the detail to display a high level (summary) plan thus
giving a macroscopic/microscopic view of the project. It is important that all the
work items necessary to complete the project should be included in the WBS and
assigned to an individual or a specific organization in an unambiguous manner.
Also a manager should be able to zoom into specific sections of the plan. This
feature allows us to isolate a section of the chart for viewing and/or printing sections
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of the plan that needs immediate attention. This is ideal when working with groups
of people for displaying only the sub-tree that pertains to that group
This chapter discussed the standard project management visualization techniques
supported by ACS. The next section will discuss DOT chart, which is a custom
visualization technique and flagship feature of ACS.
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CHAPTER V
DOT CHARTS
The DOT Chart is a novel charting idea, and a unique feature of PAMPA 2. D.B.
Simmons developed the DOT chart concept in support of an R&D project for Hewlett
Packard [40]. DOT charts combines the benefits of Gantt Charts and Activity
networks. DOT chart represents the timeline of activities and the task dependencies
as concentric dots which can be drilled down progressively . In addition to this DOT
chart provides a natural way of visualizing the project activities based on the type
of lifecycle model being followed. For example, if a project follows a spiral model,
the activities are visualized as spirals having varying number of phases. In a plan
following waterfall model, the activities are represented in a linear fashion. Though
this chart allows us to track an arbitrary plan, it is particularly useful in tracking
projects that follow the spiral process model. These aspects of the lifecycle model are
represented graphically using DOT charts.
A. Life Cycle Models
A basic understanding of these lifecycle models is essential for visualizing them. We
will be able to understand the processes better if we can visualize them in their
natural form. A series of ”what if” conditions can be simulated and their impact
can be realized visually if we can get a graphical model of the task dependencies.
The following sections give us a brief overview of the popular lifecycle models to
show us how they can be visualized. The evolution of a software product between
the beginning and ending of a process is called the software life cycle (SLC). For a
specific software project, the SLC is a sequenced map of activities (or tasks).
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1. Waterfall Model
The Waterfall Model abstracts the essential activities of software development and
lists them in their most primitive sequence of dependency. According to Royce and
Winston [41], Waterfall Model describes a development method that is linear and
sequential. Fig 4 describes the waterfall model.
Waterfall development has distinct goals for each phase of development. Imagine
a waterfall on the cliff of a steep mountain. Once the water has flowed over the edge
of the cliff and has begun its journey down the side of the mountain, it cannot turn
back. It is the same with waterfall development. Once a phase of development is
completed, the development proceeds to the next phase and there is no turning back
(theoretically) or it is very expensive in terms of cost and time to revisit the earlier
phases.
2. Spiral Lifecycle Model
The original spiral model [13] uses a cyclic approach to develop increasingly detailed
elaborations of a software system’s definition. The spiral lifecycle combines elements
of the waterfall lifecycle model, along with an emphasis on the use of risk manage-
ment techniques. Its chief distinguishing feature is that it is primarily risk-avoidance
driven rather than document-driven. Fig 5 illustrates the spiral model graphically.
Each cycle of the spiral uses the same high-level processes: determine objectives, al-
ternatives and constraints; evaluate alternatives, identify and resolve risks; develop,
verify next-level product; and plan next phase. Within this framework, the tasks
may resemble those of the waterfall lifecycle model with the additional of specific risk
management techniques. A review occurs as a project management checkpoint after
each cycle is completed. The primary advantage of the spiral model is that its range
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of options allows it to accommodate the best features of existing software process
models, while its risk-driven approach helps it to avoid most of their difficulties. In
appropriate situations, the spiral model becomes equivalent to one of the existing
process models. In other situations, it provides guidance on the best mix of existing
approaches to be applied to a given project.
The spiral model has been extensively elaborated [42], and successfully applied
in numerous projects [43, 44]. However, some common difficulties have led to some
further extensions to the model.
The spiral model is a risk driven process model. It has three main distinguishing
features.
• Cyclic approach for incrementally growing a system’s degree of definition and
implementation.
• Set of anchor point milestones for ensuring stakeholder commitment and mutu-
ally satisfactory system solutions.
• The level of effort on each activity within each cycle is driven by risk consider-
ations.
3. Incremental Lifecycle Model
An incremental model has a subset of properties possessed by a spiral lifecycle model.
In incremental development, each phase consists of a series of relatively small steps.
Fowler [45] suggests that every step is a mini-project consisting of the following
activities: analyzing the work to be done, designing the incremental solution, coding,
testing, and documenting. In an incremental model the detailed increments and
releases are planned. In incremental model, each increment has its own complete
lifecycle (usually shown as a waterfall lifecycle in examples). The increments may
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be built serially or in parallel depending on the nature of the dependencies among
releases and the availability of resources. Each increment adds additional or improved
functionality to the system. Every iteration results in a working product with reduced
functionality.
B. Dot Chart Visualization
The PAMPA 2 ACS can detect the lifecycle model of an arbitrary plan using PAMPA
2. PAMPA 2 uses the basic characteristics of the lifecycle model to detect an arbitrary
plan and uses the recognized lifecycle model as a template for visualizing the plan.
Visualizing a plan conforming to waterfall model is easy. All the activities will be
represented in a linear fashion. Visualizing a spiral model is more complex. In a
project plan conforming to spiral model, a set of recurring activities can be grouped
into a spiral and the spirals themselves can be grouped to form concentric spirals, if the
member spirals have the same number of activities. Based on the task dependencies,
each spiral will be preceded and/or succeeded by one or more spiral groups. Each
of these spiral groups may vary in the number of activities contained in its spirals.
These spirals are ordered on a time line and also based on Organization (refer the
object model). In order to track the progress of activities contained in the spiral, the
spirals are color-coded. A red indicator in a specific activity in a spiral would mean
that the activity is lagging behind schedule; a blue indicator would mean that the
activity has been completed on schedule and a grey indicator would mean that the
activity is planned but not actually started. This chart gives a fish eye view of who is
working on the project, what activities are lagging behind and, what other activities
are dependent on completion of this activity and hence combines the information
presented in Gantt Charts and PERT charts in addition to visualizing the whole
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project life cycle. Fig 6 depicts a multilevel view of DOT chart. This particular plan
was made for the HP R&D development project where an incremental development
was done using the spiral process model and features were gradually built into the
system. Step 1 of Fig 6 shows a single collapsed dot that represents the whole project
as a PI chart. This dot represents the whole project and the color of the dot indicates
the status of the project. The portion of the PI chart that is in blue color represents
the percentage of activities that are completed. The portion of the chart in red
indicates the percentage of incomplete activities. The remaining portion in gray
indicates the planned activities that haven’t started. Step 2 provides a zoomed in
(enlarged) version of step 1. The PI chart in step 3 is a drill down view on the project.
This displays the status of individual project versions. Each of these versions can be
individually drilled down further to get detailed information about their activities.
Step 6 displays the status of activities according to their organization in the project
plan. Step 7 provides a detailed view of the project activities by generating the spirals
and activities as DOTs. Each dot in figure 6 is a collection of spirals, where each
spiral is a collection of recurring activities that logically completes an iteration in the
spiral process model. These spirals are grouped to form DOTs and these DOTs are
linked to each other as per the task dependencies of their member activities.
The DOT charts provide a multi level interactive chart that can be drilled down
to their lowest level until the DOTs are collapsed into activities. The lowest level of
this chart is represented by stage 7 where the activities are grouped by organization,
time lines and spirals. Each of these spirals represents a set of activities that occur
together. In this example, the 4-faced spirals represent the design, development, alpha
test and beta test of a specific feature. Since the whole system is built incrementally by
adding features, the plan contains a set of recurring activities of design, development,
alpha and beta tests that are grouped in to concentric spirals having four phases in
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Fig. 6. PAMPA 2 Dot Charts
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each spiral. The arrows out of the spirals represent the next set of activities following
this feature. In this example, it might be an external testing activity happening in
parallel to the internal test or it can be the next feature having a dependency on this
one.
DOT charts allow drill down on lagging activities to view the project, processes,
activities, schedule, PERT/CPM charts and Gantt Charts. We can also zoom up in
to a higher-level view, for example from activity level to a pie chart containing various
sub-processes and their status (Note that we will also be able to drill down from this
view to the spiral view). This can be further zoomed out to get a bigger picture of
the whole project in terms of it subprojects. When a plan following a waterfall model
is tracked using DOT charts, it will not have spirals because of the sequential nature
of activities and hence it will be identical to the Gantt chart. DOT charts are ideal
to track projects following spiral process model [13] where the development happens
incrementally. The activities shown in red are the delayed activities and the ones
in gray are on schedule. If there are a lot of red activities, then the project has a
problem and appropriate control measures needs to be applied in order to deliver the
project on time. From this DOT Chart view, a manager will also be able navigate
to a Gantt chart or WBS chart view to get an overall picture of the project from
multiple dimensions.
The following are the characteristics of DOT charts
• The DOT charts can be used in visualizing a spiral process model in its natural
form and hence promote a better understanding of project activities.
• DOT charts provide a multilevel view of the project initially starting with the
project level. The interactive behavior of DOT chart lets the user drill down
the project view to project version view, process view, sub process and activity
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level views hence providing a multi level view of the project.
• DOT charts have zooming feature to enlarge and view specific portions of plan
• DOT charts provide tracking features by providing color-coding of activity sta-
tus. Using this, a manager will be able to track the progress of activities.
• Dot charts also indicate the critical path, which comprises the major risk in the
project and also continuously monitors a project for change in the critical path.
• Dot charts present a multi chart representation unlike Gantt charts and PERT
charts, which have a unique form of representation. DOT charts provide a
mixed representation comprising of pie charts, bar charts and other graphical
forms to represent a project in its natural form.
• Dot charts help the manager in identifying sequential activities that can oth-
erwise be performed in parallel. According to Simmons, this improves group
efficiency [19]. If the ratio of time spent on sequential tasks to the total time
spent on all the tasks is fs, then the highest efficiency occurs when fs is equal to
zero. If we eliminate more number of sequential activities and replace them with
parallel activities, we will be able to reduce the schedule time and hence indi-
rectly the critical path. By looking at the DOT charts a manager will be easily
able to identify which sequential activities can be reorganized to concurrently
occurring activities in the plan.
Thus DOT charts provide a useful visualization of project activities and hence
can help a manager in understanding project activities better and thereby assist a
manager in process improvement, tracking and controlling a project.
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CHAPTER VI
ACS SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGN
Software architecture forms the backbone for building successful software-intensive
systems. Architecture is the framework of the system, detailing interconnections,
expected behaviors, and overall control mechanisms. If done right, it lets the devel-
opers concentrate on specific module implementations by freeing them of the need
to design and implement these interconnections, data flow routines, access synchro-
nization mechanisms, and other system functions. Architecture represents a common
vehicle for communication among a system’s stakeholders, and is the arena in which
conflicting goals and requirements are mediated.
Design involves the use of scientific principles, technical information, heuristics,
and Imagination in the definition of a software system to perform pre-specified func-
tions with maximum economy and efficiency. Design defines a software system in
detail and embeds the essential qualities of software such as reliability, usability,
performance, maintenance etc. Design is as important as architecture. Design and
Architecture on top of a clear requirement specification forms the foundation for soft-
ware of superior quality. The following sections define how we use these principles for
developing the PAMPA 2 system.
A. Architectural Design
Figure 8 shows the simplified architecture of Three-Tier architecture. ACS follows a
three-tier architecture. A three-tier architecture [46, 47] is a flexible way of organizing
distributed client-server systems. In a client-server system, every client is connected to
a server and the business logic gets executed on the client. In a three-tier architecture
the middle tier server is between the user interface (client) and the data management
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(server) components. This middle tier provides process management where business
logic and rules are executed and can accommodate hundreds of users by providing
functionality such as queuing, application execution, and database staging. The three
tier architecture is used when an effective distributed client/server design is needed
that provides (when compared to the two tier) increased performance, flexibility,
maintainability, reusability, and scalability, while hiding the complexity of distributed
processing from the end user.
Fig. 7. Three Tier Architecture
PAMPA 2 ACS currently has three tiers. Fig 7 shows the Three-Tier architecture
as implemented in ACS. The presentation tier has the web browsers, which are thin
clients, to access the PAMPA 2 framework on the Internet. The requests from these
browsers are received by the web server, which acts as a gateway to PAMPA 2 appli-
cation components in the middle tier. The three-tier web based architecture makes
PAMPA 2 platform independent. The middle tier comprises of PAMPA 2 application
components and the visualization engine. The requests from the web server are for-
warded to the application components. These application components dispatch the
data gatherers, which will analyze the project data in the CASE tools and store them
in the PAMPA 2 knowledgebase. On request from the clients, PAMPA 2 application
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components accesses the knowledgebase and process the data and sends the processed
data to the visualization engine. The visualization engine is the core component of
the PAMPA 2 ACS that generates charts and graphs as per instructions from the
application components. These visualizations are then sent to the web server, which
composes the response and sends it back to the client.
Fig. 8. PAMPA 2 ACS Architecture
Fig 8 shows the PAMPA application components interacting with the visual-
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ization engine to produce the charts and graphs. The visualization engine composes
html compatible images so that they can be viewed in all browsers independent of the
platform. For interactive features such as zooming and drilldown the client browser
communicates with ACS and supplies the appropriate parameters for zooming in or
drilldown. These requests are processed at the ACS and the new images are generated
and pushed out to the client browser.
Data Gatherers (DG) are agent programs that can understand the documents
produced by the CASE tools. These programs are invoked by the PAMPA 2 frame-
work components periodically or based on request from the client browser. The
DG’s locate the project data from the CASE tools, analyzes it, extracts the project
metrics and stores it into the PAMPA 2 knowledgebase. PAMPA 2 integrates with
many CASE tools in order to gather the project metrics. Some of the CASE tools
include Microsoft Project (Planning), Rational Requisite Pro (Requirements), Ra-
tional Clearcase (Project Artifacts), Rational Clearquest (Defect Tracking) and Ra-
tional Rose (Use Cases and Design Documents). Some of these tools like Requisite
Pro directly integrate with the database and some others like Clearcase and Ratio-
nal Rose needs DG’s to analyze its log files or artifacts to gather metrics. In order
to accommodate disparate information sources, PAMPA 2 knowledgebase acts as a
data repository and gathers facts from all the CASE tools and stores in its custom
database. This data is processed by PAMPA 2 application components to generate
charts.
B. External Interfaces
PAMPA 2 ACS interfaces with external systems in order to provide visualization for
project data. The external systems include Microsoft Project [24] (Stores Plan data)
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and Statistical Analysis Software a.k.a SAS [48] (visualization for Gantt charts,
Activity Networks and WBS charts). PAMPA 2 uses Data Gatherers as external
interfaces to gather data from Microsoft Project, Rational, and SAS tools. The DG’s
communicate with the CASE tools through three mechanisms
• ODBC (Open Database Connectivity) - Microsoft Project
• Native Database Drivers - Rational Requisite Pro
• Custom parsers - Rational rose and Clearcase
SAS contains a suite of project management tools, which can be used to visualize
the project metrics. SAS contains several inbuilt procedures to compute critical paths
(proc cpm), Gantt chart (proc gantt), and WBS (proc PM). These procedures can
be externally accessed using Application Programming Interface (API) calls. The
visualization engine composes the SAS queries to generate the appropriate type of
chart and issues an API call to SAS. SAS generates these charts and returns the
charts to Visualization engine. These charts are then converted into a suitable web
compatible format by the visualization engine and are returned to the client browser
via the web server. SAS communicates to the visualization engine through an interface
mechanism called Output Delivery System (ODS) [49]. This ODS protocol will
write the SAS results to the standard output device in a pre-specified format. The
visualization engine composes SAS data sets and sends it to SAS to generate the
output charts.
C. Database Design
PAMPA 2 ACS extends the PAMPA 2 knowledgebase and has added more entities
in order to accommodate the objectives of the tool. The new schema contains tables
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to hold requirements data, plan data, configuration management and defect tracking
data. Since PAMPA 2 ACS currently tracks only the plan data, we will concentrate
only on that portion of the schema concerning the project plan. Detailed information
about the Microsoft Project plan tracking tables can be obtained from Project MVP
website [50]. Fig 9 shows the entity relationship diagram for the Microsoft project
plan data integrated with PAMPA 2 knowledgebase entities.
Plan tracking is done using 13 main tables. Native tables of PAMPA 2 are
prefixed by PAMPA. Microsoft Project have an MSP prefix. Table I provides a
description of the tables.
The Data Gatherers extract information from Microsoft Project data files and
populate them into the PAMPA 2 knowledgebase tables. These tables contain essen-
tial information about the plan. Using these tables the visualization engine will be
able to generate charts for the project schedule and its activities. Essentially PAMPA
2 ACS externalizes the knowledge present in the CASE tools and shares it with other
applications.
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Fig. 9. PAMPA 2 Entity Relationship Diagram
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Table I. PAMPA 2 ACS DATABASE TABLES LIST
TABLE NAME PURPOSE
PAMPA SLC LIST Contains the list of supported software lifecycle
models, its description
PAMPA SLC PH Contains the lifecycle model definitions and
phases
PAMPA SLC PLAN PRV Contains the expected planned values of project
attributes such as reliability, usability, volume
etc.
PAMPA SLC PRC PRV Associates a project version with a SLC model
PAMPA PROJECTS Contains master projects detail
PAMPA PROJECT VERSIONS Tracks the various versions of a project by link-
ing them to a master project
MSP PROJECTS Contains project version details, extracted from
MS Project
MSP RESOURCES Contains the resource details for a specific
project
MSP TASKS Contains the activity details for a specific
project
MSP ASSIGNMENTS Contains resource assignments to tasks
MSP RESOURCE RATES Contains the salary details for resources
MSP LINKS Contains the activity dependency information
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CHAPTER VII
IMPLEMENTATION
This chapter discusses the implementation and technology details of PAMPA 2 ACS.
A. Application Components
PAMPA 2 Advanced charting system has been implemented with Java Servlets and
JSP. Table II describes the technology, tools and libraries used for implementing
PAMPA 2 ACS.
Table II. TECHNICAL DETAILS
Category Specification
Implementation Language Java, C++
Technologies JNI, Servlets, JSP, SAS IntrNet,
Macromedia Flash
Platforms Windows 2000, Solaris 2.8
Database SQL Server 2000
Libraries Ming Library for flash extensions,
JDBC Type III drivers for data
access, JPEG, PNG and GIF
image encoding libraries, Xerces
XML parser
Web Server Apache Tomcat 4.1.1.0
Development tools Textpad, VisualCafe 4.0
Build Tools Jakarta Ant
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As discussed in the previous chapters, ACS architecture contains three critical
components.
• Visualization engine
• Data Gatherer
• Data Broker
Visualization engine is responsible for generating interactive charts from the data
received through PAMPA 2. The Data Gatherers are responsible for gathering data
from CASE tools and storing it in PAMPA 2 knowledgebase. Data Broker module
is responsible for all database interactions. PAMPA 2 application framework would
be accessing the data repository through calls to Data Broker. This abstracts the
PAMPA 2 framework and application components from the database and hence pro-
vides a flexible framework that can work with any database. The following sections
discuss the implementation details of each of these modules.
B. Visualization Engine
The visualization engine is responsible for generating the charts from the data received
through PAMPA 2 and SAS. The visualization engine uses SAS to compute Gantt
charts, PERT/CPM charts and WBS charts. SAS (Statistical Analysis Software) In-
tegration technologies delivers a base service component hierarchy with an integrated
object model (IOM) [51] that provides access to the SAS procedural scripting lan-
guage, data, file system, results content, and formatting services through Java API
calls. Java applications can connect to SAS system through SAS/Connect, which is a
SAS service that allows programmatic connection to SAS system. SAS IOM provides
API’s for connecting to a SAS system, running a SAS application remotely, receiving
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the output of a SAS program and to access the log files for getting error/status mes-
sages. Using this, the PAMPA 2 ACS visualization engine running in a remote java
environment will be able to connect to the SAS system, convert the data received
from PAMPA 2 into SAS datasets, and pass the SAS datasets to SAS system to gen-
erate the charts. Visualization engine can access the graphs generated by SAS using
SAS ODS [49].
The visualization engine converts the graphs generated by SAS into a HTML
compliant image format using image-encoding libraries such as JPEG/PNG/GIF en-
coders. The type of image format can be pre-configured in the visualization engine
or can be changed at runtime by user configuration. In case of DOT charts, the
chart generation is not delegated to other systems. The Visualization Engine recog-
nizes the lifecycle model of the plan and renders the charts as per the model. For
example, while tracking a plan following a spiral model, the DOT charts renders the
spirals with varying phases on a graphic canvas. After rendering all the spirals, the
visualization engine encodes this canvas using image-encoding libraries.
Irrespective of whether the graphs come from SAS or from visualization engine,
they are treated in the same way by the encoding libraries. The visualization engine
also provides support for Flash [52] images. The advantage of flash images is that
it supports more interactive features than regular JPEG images. Zoom in and Zoom
out can be performed locally on the client without having to make a request to the
server again. The image gets rendered locally on the client while using flash because
the flash viewer is present on the client side. Flash also supports animation and hence
we can provide more interactive charts. Flash also supports image maps similar to
the regular html images. Hence it can produce drill down charts. PAMPA 2 ACS has
a flash image generation module inside the visualization engine. The flash module
accesses native flash libraries written in C++ through a JNI interface to produce
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flash images. Java Native Interface (JNI) [53] is a protocol to access native libraries
written in languages other than Java from JAVA. If a user chooses to receive the
visualizations through flash, the images received from SAS/ or Java are encoded into
flash images through these extensions and pushed out to the client browser through
the web server.
C. Data Gatherers
Data Gatherers are used to access data from CASE tools. ACS deals mainly with
tracking plans. we will mainly discuss the Data Gatherer interface for Microsoft
Project, which is a CASE tool widely used by many managers to make project plan.
There are two ways in which Microsoft Project Plan data can be captured into the
PAMPA 2 knowledgebase.
• Directly store the data from Microsoft Project into a ODBC data source. If the
data source points to the PAMPA 2 knowledgebase, we can directly receive the
plan data
• Microsoft Project provides COM API’s [54] to programmatically access plan
data. Using these API’s the DG will be able to programmatically save the data
in a project file into the data source pointing to PAMPA 2 knowledgebase. The
only challenge here is that Java has a poor support for COM. PAMPA 2 ACS
solves this problem by building a Java-COM bridge (JACOB) [55] that will
help Java application components to interact with COM components. Using
this bridge, the Java components in the Data Gatherers will be able to talk to
COM extensions of Microsoft Project and retrieve the plan data. Then the data
gatherers will store the captured project plan into the PAMPA 2 knowledgebase.
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D. Data Broker
In both the approaches mentioned above, storing the data into the PAMPA 2 knowl-
edgebase involves database calls. Instead of letting each component in PAMPA 2
framework perform its own database operations, PAMPA 2 provides a module called
data broker that acts as the data access layer. All application components access the
database through calls to the Data Broker. Data Broker abstracts the data access
logic and provides data services to all the application components. This has two
benefits:
• Abstraction of data access logic from the application components improves
portability. The application can use any database as its data store by switching
the data broker component that is compatible to the database.
• Data Broker also provides data transformation service. The result sets from
the database are converted into other formats at the Data Broker depending
on which module needs the data. If the data needs to be passed on to SAS,
Data Broker generates SAS datasets instead of regular SQL result sets. This
provides an additional flexibility.
Data Broker accesses the database using Java Database Connectivity (JDBC)
[56, 57]. JDBC is a protocol for accessing databases programmatically from Java.
The Data Broker module in PAMPA 2 ACS can be configured to access the database
either through Type I or Type III JDBC.
• Type I JDBC: Data Broker uses ODBC [58] to access the database. The ODBC
data source must point to PAMPA 2 knowledgebase.
• Type III JDBC: Data Broker uses native drivers provided by the database
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vendor to access the data from the database. This is a better solution in terms
of performance.
PAMPA 2 ACS can be configured to use Type I or Type III JDBC. ACS also
exposes certain parameters to configure the connection information. The configu-
ration parameters are available in XML format and can be manipulated by a Java
application during runtime using Xerces XML parser.
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CHAPTER VIII
EVALUATION, CONCLUSION AND SUMMARY
The importance of information visualization has increased in the recent years, as peo-
ple have access to larger and more diverse information systems and due to the nature
of increasingly complicated interactions between these information systems. Human
brain cannot perceive and interpret such high volume information in a textual form.
In the previous chapters, we presented PAMPA 2 ACS as an advanced visualization
mechanism which will allow the managers to graphically visualize the project metrics
using improved visualization techniques.
In this chapter, we will compare PAMPA 2 ACS with other project management
CASE tools. We will demonstrate how PAMPA 2 ACS overcomes the limitations
posed by traditional project management tools. We will also show how PAMPA 2
ACS is effective in tracking projects using a sample application. Finally, we will
suggest possible extensions to the PAMPA 2 framework and summarize the results
A. Limitations of Traditional CASE Tools
• Most of the CASE tools are affiliated with one type of process model. For
example, Rational CASE tools support the Rational Unified Process model very
well but provide little support for a waterfall based model. Microsoft Project
supports waterfall model extensively but provides little support for other life
cycle models. As a result, we loose the ability to track arbitrary plans using a
single tool. There is a need for a generic tool that can trace arbitrary plans.
• Microsoft Project lacks the capability to address multiple project versions and
life cycle model association. It does not distinguish between processes and
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activities.
• Most of the CASE tools are standalone and platform dependent. We do not
have a browser-based version of CASE tools. We might get into the issues of
Software installation, licensing and mobility of client/server, middleware and
servers if we are to use a standalone CASE tool.
• If a project falls behind schedule, it is important that decisions are made quickly
to identify alternative course of action to modify the plan. The standard project
management tools available in the market lack the capability to dynamically
track changes in plans. As a result these tools cannot dynamically assess the
risk created because of changes in plans.
• Charts generated by these CASE tools are not interactive. The static nature
of the graphs makes it difficult for the viewer to assimilate the information
presented, especially if the volume of the information is high.
• Charts produced by these tools are fixed in nature. New chart types cannot
be plugged into the tools easily. Complex lifecycle models often require new
visualization methods for effective representation.
• CASE tools do not integrate with expert systems like JESS. In other words, the
CASE tools do not share their knowledge with other systems. This limits the
ability to make process improvement predictions through the expert systems.
• CASE tools like Microsoft Project support a limited number of data source
types. For example, MS Project supports Microsoft Project, Excel and ODBC
type data sources. This is a limitation when we are porting the plan details
from another CASE tool running on a different platform.
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B. PAMPA 2 ACS Comparison
Given these limitations of conventional CASE tools, we will see how these limitations
are resolved in PAMPA 2 ACS in the following section.
• PAMPA 2 ACS provides support for adding new life cycle models to the system.
The object oriented and modular design of PAMPA 2 ACS allows a manager
to plug-in /configure new life cycle definitions. The open system’s approach in
PAMPA 2 ACS design allows any interested developer to follow the documented
open interface standards of ACS and write additional plug-ins. The system is
open and extensible by its design.
• PAMPA 2 ACS provides support for tracking multiple versions of the same
project. In addition to Microsoft Project tables, PAMPA 2 ACS provides addi-
tional tables (PAMPA PROJECTS, PAMPA PROJECT VERSIONS) that are
used to store the version details of the same master project. Additional tables
such as PAMPA SLC LIST, PAMPA SLC PRC PRV maintain the lifecycle in-
formation associated with a specific project. Detailed information about the
Microsoft Project plan tracking tables can be obtained from the Project MVP
website [50].
• PAMPA 2 ACS has been implemented using Java Server Pages and Java Servlets.
Hence it leverages the main benefits of the Java programming language such as
platform independence, portability and scalability [59]. The web based, three-
tier architecture allows PAMPA 2 ACS to be accessed from any World Wide
Web browser that supports HTML 4.0 standards [60].
• PAMPA 2 ACS has been implemented using an agent-based approach. Agent
programs continuously monitors the projects for changes and dynamically assess
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the risk associated with projects. If the estimated value of risk exceeds the
pre-specified limits, PAMPA 2 ACS displays the areas that require attention
using special colors. For example, a manager can set the maximum permissible
delay in schedule along the critical path. If the actual delay exceeds the preset
limits, then the critical path is indicated with special colors so as to capture the
attention of the viewer. Also additional information about the delay is displayed
as tool tips.
• PAMPA 2 ACS generates interactive charts that support drilldown, tool tips,
zoom in and zoom outs etc. These interactive features allow viewing of informa-
tion at a detailed level (activity) or a summary level (project) or any one of the
intermediate levels (version, process, sub process etc.). According to Kiem [31],
the user needs to get an overview of the data. In the overview, the user identi-
fies interesting patterns and focuses on one or more of them. For analyzing the
patterns, the user needs to drill down and access details of the data. PAMPA
2 ACS supports Kiem’s analysis on Visual Data Exploration. The interactive
features in PAMPA 2 ACS allow the presentation of information on demand,
presenting the right amount of information in every screen. Thus the viewer
will easily absorb the information presented.
• The extensible architecture of PAMPA 2 ACS allows easy plug-in of additional
chart types. The JSP based approach [61] facilitates zero code change for the
existing modules while allowing additional modules/ pages to be plugged in to
the ACS.
• PAMPA 2 ACS essentially externalizes the knowledge that is currently propri-
etary to the CASE tools. The knowledge so extracted can easily be shared with
other systems. For example, the knowledge extracted from Microsoft Project
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Plan is formatted into SAS compliant data sets and is passed to SAS for chart
generation. Though PAMPA 2 ACS does not currently provide an expert sys-
tem support, it has a design level support that allows expert systems such as
JESS to be integrated with it.
• PAMPA 2 supports Microsoft Project Plan (.mpp) format, ODBC, Comma
Separated Values (.csv) format, SAS data sets, and Excel type data sources.
More importantly the open source architecture of PAMPA 2 ACS allows new
data source formats to be plugged in very easily. The knowledge extracted
from these data sources is stored in a common format in SQL server. This
data can be can be interchanged with external systems. For example PAMPA 2
ACS generates SAS compliant data sets from Microsoft Project Plan to provide
to SAS runtime for generating PERT/CPM charts. This approach facilitates
knowledge sharing between different CASE tools.
C. Case Study - Web Development Project
This section demonstrates how projects can be visually managed using PAMPA II
ACS. This section demonstrates the following aspects of PAMPA II ACS.
• Visualize the planning and tracking phases of a project.
• Visualize project data using conventional charting methods such as Gantt Charts
and Activity Networks.
• Modify conventional charts into an interactive form where the users can drill
down and get information on demand.
• Mark critical areas of projects visually with special colors so that it is distinctly
visible.
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• Allow new chart types such as DOT charts to be plugged in so that the project
management data can be effectively visualized.
• Allow cross referencing among multiple charts so that the related information
can be viewed quickly.
• Integrate various CASE tools and extract data automatically, so that the users
can still use their familiar CASE tools without having to reenter the data into
the PAMPA 2 system.
• Allow the users to set alert levels, schedule parameters etc. and study its effect
by simulating the effects of these parameters on the projects visually.
Figure Fig 10 shows the classic approach to tracking projects. Usually, the
project time sheets is updated in a spread sheet against the activities in the plan.
The Gantt chart is used to track the schedule and is used to check if any activity is
lagging behind schedule by comparing the current status with the baseline schedule.
Different visual mechanisms such as cost control charts, activity networks etc.
are used to track different aspects of a project. The cumulative cost charts are used
to see if the activities lagging behind schedule have any cost impact on the project.
Cumulative cost chart also plots the current cost vs. scheduled budget vs. forecasted
cost of the project. The total revenue earned by the project is displayed by the earned
value charts. The dependency between various project activities is and the critical
path are depicted by the activity network charts.
A single project management tool does not provide a comprehensive coverage
of all aspects of project management. Each tool specializes in one aspect of man-
agement. For example, Microsoft Project is used for managing the schedule. Cost
eXpert is used to manage the costs associated with a project. As a result, a man-
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Fig. 10. Manager’s Problem Solving Routine
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ager has to use different tools to track different aspects of a project. PAMPA 2 ACS
addresses these issues by integrating these tools to provide a comprehensive visual
project management solution. Currently, PAMPA 2 ACS integrates five CASE tools
including Microsoft Project, SAS, Milestone Professional, Cost Expert and Project
Commander. Microsoft Project is used for managing a project’s schedule. The Project
Management module in Statistical Analysis Software is used to create activity net-
works. Milestone Professional is used to manage resource allocation and milestone
information from the schedule. Cost Expert is used to manage the budget informa-
tion related to a project. These are the popular CASE tools that are used by project
managers in day to day project management activities. PAMPA 2 ACS not only
gathers data unobtrusively from these CASE tools, but also uses their visual chart
generation mechanisms to generate graphical charts.
D. Problem Solving Procedure
In a Gantt chart, each activity is tracked against its scheduled/ baseline start and
end dates. In Fig 10 , When the project manager reviews a Gantt chart, he can find
whether a project is lagging behind schedule. If an activity starts late or finishes late,
PAMPA 2 ACS marks that activity using special colors in order to alert the viewer.
task bar for that activity using special colors. The schedule information alone is not
sufficient to apply control measures to lagging activities. A manager needs to compare
the planned cost of the project to the actual cost to see if the project is not exceeding
the budgeted costs. He also needs to forecast what will be the total cost incurred
at the end of the project. This information helps in the early identification of cost
overruns.This information is provided by the cumulative cost chart which plots the
planned budget vs. current budget vs. forecasted budget. But cumulative cost charts
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cannot reveal information like - which particular activity has the highest cost impact
or what is the total earned value of the project on a detailed basis. PAMPA 2 ACS
provides a new chart mechanism called as earned value chart which provides detailed
activity information against its earned value. The activities in critical path present
an impact in schedule and hence should be treated with the highest priority.
Additional information about the cause of the delay can be obtained by studying
the resource progress charts, DOT charts, project volatility charts and other adhoc
(user customizable) charts that can be generated by PAMPA 2 ACS. Thus by using
PAMPA 2 ACS, a manager will be able to completely visually manage a project using
its different graphical charts. The following sections we will demonstrate how to use
the various PAMPA 2 ACS visual charts to track and control a project.
The project to be tracked should be imported into PAMPA 2 ACS. The process of
importing extracts the details automatically from an existing Microsoft Project Plan.
Currently, PAMPA 2 ACS allows only Microsoft Project plans to be imported. But
the architecture of PAMPA 2 system allows new import mechanisms to be plugged in
transparently. This lets the managers to plan using their favorite project management
tools and still use PAMPA 2 ACS to track the projects without having to input the
details of the plan again. Fig 11 shows how to import a Microsoft project plan using
PAMPA 2 ACS. Already existing projects can be imported to get snapshots of the
project as it is progressing. Thus we can observe the effects of our control policies on
the project, by reviewing the different snapshots of the project.
The project plan must be baselined before it can be tracked. By baselining a
project, we store the scheduled start and end dates of every activity in the plan and
when the actual values are put in, we will be able to track them against the baselines.
Fig 12 shows how the Web Development project is baselined using PAMPA 2 ACS.
We will be able to view the activities in the Project Plan through PAMPA 2
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ACS and modify the actual start and end dates of specific activities. Fig 13 and Fig
14 shows the activity details screen. The activities can be viewed at a detailed level
or at a summary level. While the summary view shows only the planned details of
an activity, detailed view allows the user to view additional information about the
activity such as the actual start and finish dates, variances in duration, start and
end dates. Detailed view also allows the user to edit actual values and to create new
activities. This feature allows the plan to be rescheduled in case of contingencies
. The Automatic rollback option allows the modified plan to be rolled back to its
check point, thus allowing a project manager to experiment with alternate schedules,
to perform simulations and study the effect without causing a permanent change in
schedule. Fig 14 shows the activities at their detailed level, which displays information
such as actual start date, actual finish date, start variance, finish variance etc. Also
Activities can be listed in drilldown mode. When a manager chooses the drilldown
option from the select box, he can view the summary level activity status and can
progressively drill down the summary level activities to reveal information about its
sub activities without overwhelming the user with the complete plan.
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Fig 15 shows the Gantt chart for the web development project. This feature can
be accessed by clicking the Gantt chart link in the menu. This corresponds to the
first step in the problem solving flow chart. The tracking Gantt chart displays the
activity, the planned start date, planned finish date and duration. On the right hand
side it displays a grey graphical bar of length proportional to its duration against its
activity. It also displays the actual values as a textured blue color bar. The difference
in start or end position of the planned and actual bars indicate the lag in starting or
finishing the activity. The percentage of work complete is indicated by a solid blue bar
which overlaps the actual value bar. Thus by looking at the Gantt chart, a manager
can determine whether a project is lagging behind schedule and the activities that
are causing the delay. PAMPA 2 ACS provides the following special contributions to
the conventional Gantt charts.
• Tracking mode - Conventional Gantt charts does not allow tracking projects.
It also does not summarize at various levels, the percentage of work that is
completed. PAMPA 2 ACS adds the percentage work completed data at the
mile stone level, process level and activity level. In the Gantt chart, milestone
and process indicators are displayed as black bars with the percentage or work
complete next to it. This provides an overview of what percentage of a milestone
is complete, how much work in a process has been completed etc.
• Gantt charts do not provide the resource information, cost impact of an activity
and the dependencies for a specific activity (what task should be performed
before or after this activity). PAMPA 2 ACS fills in these gaps by embedding
cross references for the activities in the Gantt charts. When these Gantt charts
are generated by PAMPA 2 ACS, hyperlinks are embedded to other chart types.
A manager can right click on any of these activities and navigate to other charts.
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Thus a manager will be able to navigate to various other charts without losing
the context and thus obtain different perspectives of the problem to determine
the cause of the problem. The order in which these charts are to be visited
totally depends on the personal preferences and field experience of the manager.
Even though the flow chart in Fig 10 specifies an order, it need not be followed
verbatim.
• In cases where where there are too many activities, viewing the Gantt chart
as a whole might not be effective. The end user needs to analyze and inter-
pret data by ’Drilldown’ navigation, in a meaningful way. PAMPA 2 ACS
provides an interactive summary gantt chart that can be drilled down to indi-
vidual/workbreakdown structure level (Fig 16.)
In order to view if the delayed activities indicated by the grey color in the Gantt
chart have any schedule impact, the manager can view the cumulative cost chart in
the context menu. Cumulative cost chart forecasts the cost of the project based on the
current information (scheduled cost, actual cost, expected delay, cost of delay etc).
Fig 17 displays a cumulative cost control chart for the web development project. We
can see that the actual cost of the project does not follow the budgeted cost. There
is a deviation starting from the time period where the Gantt chart indicated a delay
in schedule. PAMPA 2 ACS also forecasts the spending that the manager might have
to do if the project is let to continue like this. When there is a significant deviation
from the planned cost and there is a sharp rise in the forecasted spending for the
project, a manager should take suitable control measures.
From a cumulative cost chart we cannot learn the status of each activity. Earned
Value Charts play an important part in determining the cost significance of individual
activities in a project. By looking at the cost of individual activities and at the
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Fig. 16. Drilldown Gantt Chart
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summary level (milestones, processes etc), we can decide which areas need immediate
attention. In order to view earned value of individual activities, PAMPA 2 ACS
provides both summary and detailed earned value charts (Fig 18 and Fig 19). PAMPA
2 ACS uses the information extracted from Cost eXpert and Microsoft Project tools
to draw the earned value chart. The contributions made by PAMPA 2 ACS in earned
value charts are as follows:
• Earned value charts are directly superimposed against the activity Gantt charts.
Hence it is easy to identify activities that are causing a decrease in earned value
(an increase in spending of the project).
• Provides a tabular view of metrics such as Baseline Cost of Work Performed
(BCWP), Baseline Cost of Work Scheduled (BCWS), Actual Cost of Work
Scheduled (ACWS) and Percentage of Work Complete (PWC) against the
earned value curves in order to easily get the numerical cost values.
• The percentage work completed (Fig 19) is displayed graphically to make it
easier for the manager to locate activities having significant cost impact (that
are not complete yet).
• The summary earned value charts also plots the cost and the schedule perfor-
mance index (which can be calculated from the earned value) of the project. Fig
19 shows that the Cost Performance Index of the project has decreased sharply
starting December - January, which is exactly during the time period when the
planning phase started lagging behind the baseline dates significantly.
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The earned value charts provides information only about the cost aspect of a
project. In order to study the impact of a lagging activity on the overall plan, we
need a bigger picture of the plan. PAMPA 2 ACS provides activity networks in order
to provide a network view of the project. Fig 20 shows the activity network chart
for the web development project. In an activity network, each node represent an
activity and directional lines leading in and out of every node denote the successors
and predecessors of that activity. It also displays the critical path of a project, which
contains the chain of activities that take the longest time to execute. Activities
that are not in the critical path can be rescheduled within the slack period without
impacting the overall schedule of the project. Depending on whether an activity is in
the critical path or not, the reschedule plan would change. PAMPA 2 ACS displays
activities along the critical path with special colors so that it can be easily identified.
Since the changes made can be easily rolled back, we can input various values for the
control parameters through the web interface and simulate the effects. Using PAMPA
2 ACS the activities can be rescheduled. Fig 21 shows the reschedule activity screen.
Using PAMPA 2 web interface, various control parameters such as the actual start
date,actual end date, early start date, early finish date, latest start date and latest
finish date can be varied for non critical activities in order to provide buffer for the
critical activities and if required they can be rolled back to their original values.
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Apart from conventional project management techniques, new chart types can
also be plugged into PAMPA 2 ACS. We demonstrate this feature by plugging in
DOT charts into the PAMPA 2 ACS framework. Dot charts let the manager view
the project status at different levels. At the summary level, the project version
view provides the status of different versions of a project in a single view using pie
chart. For a given project or a product, there can be several versions which might
simulataneously be under development. Each project version is represented as a pie.
Each sector in the pie denotes the status of the processes in that project version. Fig
22 and Fig 23 displays the project version view of the same project at two different
times. In Fig 22, we see two dots, one for each version. The red area indicates the
percentage of activities in that version that are running behind schedule. The grey
area indicates the percentage of activities that are planned but not executed. Blue
area indicates the percentage of activities that are complete. Hovering the mouse
over the dot reveals a tool tip, which gives detailed information about the version
corresponding to that dot. The first dot in Fig 22 looks red and grey. None of the
activities in this dot have completed yet. This indicates that the project is not doing
well and hence needs to be controlled . The second dot in Fig 23 represents the same
project after the control measures were applied. Hence, we can see that the second
version of the project is in a better shape with a major portion of the dot in blue (the
activities represented in blue are the completed activities).
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By clicking on the corresponding project version dot, we can see the status of
different teams working in the project. This view is called as the organization view
of the project version. Fig 24 and Fig 25 shows the status of various teams working
in the PAMPA 2 project before and after the control measures were applied on the
project.
This chart denotes the status of every team working in the project as a dot and
provides a unified view of the status of individual teams. By viewing this screen, a
manager would know how the various teams in his project are performing. When
mouse is brought over a dot, it provides a tool tip, which reveals more information
about the team and its activities. By clicking on a dot corresponding to a particular
team, we will be able to get information such as activity status, the resources and
other teams on which, this team is dependent to perform the activities for that team.
This view is very useful in determining the productivity of various teams working in
a project. In process models such as extreme programming, we will also be able to
study the effect of team sizes on their productivity factors and hence select an optimal
team size. we can also observe the fact that the individual team productiveness has
a profound effect on the overall project itself. Thus the organization view provides
a detailed breakdown of the project version status, and helps us to narrow down the
problems to specific team(s).
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Fig. 24. DOT Chart Showing the Status of Different Teams in a Project Lagging Be-
hind Schedule
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Fig. 25. DOT Chart Showing the Status of Different Teams in a Healthy Project
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In the activity level view, the various activities carried out by that particular
team are visualized in detail. This view also displays the dependency relationship be-
tween the activities. Bringing the mouse over the individual activities reveals further
information about the activity. Through the context menu, the user will be able to
navigate to the activity network or Gantt charts view for that particular activity. Fig
26 shows the activities view of dot charts for the ”developers” group. From Fig 26, we
can see that the developers have completed activities 2.1.2.1 and 2.1.2.2 on schedule,
but are running late on all the other activities. Also we can see that the other ac-
tivities are dependent on activities 2.1.2.1 and 2.1.2.2. In dot charts, each polygonal
shaped dot represents a recurring pattern of activities. For example, the diamond
shaped spiral has four sides which represents activities corresponding to design, im-
plementation, alpha and beta tests, where as the sides of the triangle shaped spiral
represent activities corresponding to design, implementation and testing. In a project
following incremental development model, we will be able to see concentric polygonal
shapes such as concentric squares, where each square represents a specific iteration.
Fig 26 displays the project which follows an incremental development process and as
a result of this process models, we see interesting geometric pattern. Fig 27 displays
the activity view of a project following a waterfall lifecycle model. From the above
examples, we can see that the dot charts allows us to breakdown the project man-
agement information into manageable chunks and displays it visually, thereby letting
the user to progressively explore the information. Dot charts also visualize the life
cycle of the project.
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PAMPA 2 ACS provides a detailed resource level view, which lists the status of
various activities against the resources responsible for performing the activities . For
each resource, this chart represents graphically the percentage of work completed,
project status etc. Using this chart, a manager will be able to track the resources
working on a specific activity, their progress and the percentage of work completed
by a specific resource. Fig 28 shows a detailed resource view chart.
In addition to this, ad hoc charts can be generated by PAMPA 2 ACS. The user
can plot the project parameters against project dates in the form of line graphs. For
example, we can generate an activity progress chart which compares the number of
activities that were planned ,number of activities that have actually completed ,and
number of activities that are remaining. The plots will be against the project dates.
This is a trend graph which displays the status of the project in terms of the number
of activities to be completed or that have already completed. These trends can be
projected to visualize the future state of the project. If the activities planned and
activities scheduled curve do not have a large variance, then we can safely assume
that a project is on track. Fig 29 displays how the parameters are set for plotting the
activity progress graph.Fig 30 displays a line chart indicating activity progress.
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These charts help a manager visualize the status of a project better than standard
CASE tools, which provide only Gantt chart, and activity network view of the project.
New chart types such as dot charts combine the benefits of both Gantt Charts and
activity networks and also provides interactive features such as drill down and multi
level view of the project. Hence it can be a useful tool for a manager tracking projects
involving complex life cycles.
E. Future Work
PAMPA 2 ACS currently provides support for only a limited number of life cycle
models. PAMPA 2 is extensible by design and can support plug and play of new
life cycle definitions and their corresponding visualizations. PAMPA 2 ACS provides
a framework that can support evolving SLC’s such as eXtreme Programming [33].
PAMPA 2 ACS also provides design level support for expert system integration. Java
based expert systems such as JESS can be easily integrated with PAMPA 2 ACS. This
could be used in making process improvement predictions and hence help a manager
in making decisions. Thus PAMPA 2 ACS can evolve as a decision support system
than just being a visualization tool. PAMPA 2 ACS can also be extended to provide
support for additional CASE tools such as Primavera [62], Metrics Center [63], Cost
expert [64], SLIM etc. PAMPA 2 ACS’s visualization capabilities can be used in areas
other than life cycle management such as estimation, risk analysis. Though PAMPA
2 ACS unobtrusively gathers project data, human inputs are still required to update
the project plan. One potential area of improvement could be analysis of artifacts
to update the project plan. For example, PAMPA 2 ACS can analyze requirements,
design and source code documents from predefined locations to estimate how much
amount of work has been done. Once this has been estimated, PAMPA 2 ACS can
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automatically update the project plan. Hence it can track the actuals against the
planned/baselined values totally eliminating external inputs.
F. Conclusion
In this thesis, we established the need for a visualization tool that helps in depicting
the project life cycle, controlling and tracking a project. We showed the limitations
of conventional project management tools in the area of project visualization. We
studied the relevant work in the field of life cycle models, existing systems, CASE
tools and project visualization. Based on the previous work, we used the PAMPA 2
Object model to develop the PAMPA 2 Advanced Charting System. We explained
the basic and extended PAMPA 2 object model to facilitate the understanding of
PAMPA framework. We explained the basic techniques in Project Visualization. We
described how PAMPA 2 ACS supports basic charting types such as Gantt Charts,
Activity Networks, and Work Breakdown Structure charts. We also explained their
variants and how they are useful in tracking a project. We discussed the limitations
of these basic charting types. We also showed how dot charts complement the basic
charting types in visualizing project life cycles and thereby overcome the limitation
of conventional charts. We explained the design, architecture and implementation
of PAMPA 2 ACS. Finally, we made a comparison between conventional project
management tools and PAMPA 2 ACS and we concluded with a sample application
demonstrating how projects can be tracked visually using PAMPA 2 ACS. We also
suggested future improvements to PAMPA 2 ACS.
PAMPA 2 ACS gathers data unobtrusively from CASE tools such as Microsoft
Project and generates special charts such as DOT charts and hence promotes the
understanding of complex life cycles. DOT charts overcomes the limitation of con-
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ventional project management charts and provides additional interactive features such
as drilldown, zoom in and out, and tool tips. This helps in the better understanding
of the project dependencies and easy assimilation of project management data.
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